
Nom _____________________________________  Date _______________    Période-Siège ____ 

No matter which project you choose, you will complete this fact sheet.  If you have a country, please use this side. 
Group members should have different answers for 7-10. 
 
1.  The name of my country in English is _____________________ and in French it is ________________________. 

 

2.  The approximate population of my country is ___________________________________.    

 

3.  The capital is called ____________________________ and one major city or town (other than the capital) is  

called_____________________________. 

 

4.  The currency (money) of my country is called _____________________. The colors of the flag 

are____________________________________________________. 

 

5.  In my country, the following main languages are spoken:  

 
 
6.  The land and water borders of my country are (please list them all): 
 
 
  
7.  If I were to visit my country, I would want to visit ________________________________.   
       

Description: __________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
(name a place of cultural/historical importance and describe it.  It can be manmade or natural.   
Please do not just name a city). 

 

8.  A food or drink specialty of my country is _____________________________. 

                Describe it if the name is not obvious: 

 

9. A famous person from my country other than the leader is __________________________________. 

             This is what he /she did and when he/she did it: _________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

10.  I have decided that I do/do not (circle one) want to visit my country one day because_________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
******  What are some other interesting things you learned about your country ? 
 
 
 



Nom _____________________________________  Date _______________    Période-Siège ____ 

No matter which project you choose, you will complete this fact sheet.  If you have a region/territory, please use this side. 

Group members should have different answers for 7-10. 
 
1.  The name of my region/territory in English is __________________ and in French it is _____________________. 

               My region/territory is part of the country of ______________________. 

2.  The approximate population of my region/territory is ___________________________________.    

 

3.  The capital is called ____________________________ and one major city or town (other than the capital) is  

called_____________________________. 

 

4.  The currency (money) of my region/territory is called __________________________. The colors of the flag 

are____________________________________________________. 

 

5.  In my region/territory, the following main languages are spoken:  

 
 
6.  The land and water borders of my region/territory are (please list them all): 
 
 
  

7.  If I were to visit my region/territory, I would want to visit ________________________________.   
       

Description: __________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
(name a place of cultural/historical importance and describe it.  It can be manmade or natural.   
Please do not just name a city). 

 

8.  A food or drink specialty of my region/territory is _____________________________. 

                Describe it if the name is not obvious: 

 

9. A famous person from my region/territory other than the leader is __________________________________. 

             This is what he /she did and when he/she did it: _________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

10.  I have decided that I do/do not (circle one) want to visit my region/territory one day because 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
******  What are some other interesting things you learned about your region/territory? 



 


